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Abstract: Virtualization is a key characteristic of cloud computing to access multiple operating systems in a 

single physical machine which exploits based on the concept of multi-tenancy. Virtualized Cloud Computing 

infrastructure network is vulnerable to distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack which makes the resources 

unavailable for its intended users. As insignificant of DDoS attack, validated users are denied from accessing 

the cloud services by spoofing authorized client identity (IP Address). Cloud Computing gives importance to 

protect cloud servers from flooding attacks generated as a result of cloud elastic resource management. When 

flooding attack occurs in the cloud environment, resource request amplifies drastically and the guest operating 

system on each virtual machine starts to distribute additional workload. Hence, large numbers of cloud 

resources are stopped from providing service to the legal users. This paper discusses the virtualization 

approaches in cloud computing and proposes novel secure cloud framework for detecting DDoS attack by 

identifying spoofed IP.  
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I.  Introduction 

Cloud Computing is a category of network based computing that depends on sharing resources on top of a 
network instead of having local servers to manage applications. Distributed Denial of Service attack occurs in a 
cloud environment, when multiple systems are flooding the victim server resources [1] [2]. DDoS attacker’s 
objective is to degrade the cloud server’s resource capacity and denial the resource to the legal cloud users. Data 
availability issue is the greatest challenge in distributed cloud environment and the root cause for the data 
availability issue is DDoS attack [3]. This paper completely discusses the maintenance of data availability in 
cloud computing environment against DDoS attack.  
The most popular method of DDoS attack is TCP SYN flood attack, which makes the victim server resources 
are unavailable to the intended users with the help of large number of forged source IP addresses [4]. TCP 
protocol establishes the connection between source and destination for the period of TCP three way handshake 
methods. Attacker sends sequence of SYN request to the victim server to block the server resources. Power of 
the cloud computing is resource sharing in a distributed environment across the virtual machines [5]. In security 
aspects, this problem demonstrates the weaknesses of the cloud system due to DDoS attacks [6]. In a private 
cloud, if one virtual machine is overloaded by flooding attack, then all other virtual machines are affected in a 
shared environment. TCP SYN flood attacks handle enormous number of data packets by means of fake IP 
source address in packet header. As a result, victim system gets response from the server even when victim 
system does not made request to the server, which created numerous half-open connections to consume cloud 
server resources illegitimately [7]. Cloud war is the extremely dangerous flooding attack scheme under DDoS 
attack category in which attacker sends request to the victim server successively from multiple source IP address 
until the entire server resources are utilized [8]. There are three main interfaces involved in these attack criteria; 
they are Cloud user, Cloud Provider, and Cloud server. Combination of these three interface make six possible 
ways, such as client to service, service to client, cloud to service, service to cloud, client to cloud, and cloud to 
client. Numerous tools are available to generate fake IP addresses which make difficult to avoid sending forged 
IP address as source IP address [9]. It is essential to employ a strong detection mechanism in the cloud server 
side to find the forged IP addresses and block them [10]. Proposed work primarily concentrates on detecting 
spoofed IP address and includes it into the blocked list for further IP address comparison. Prior to get request 
from the valid client or attacker by the virtual cloud server, the proposed detection algorithm identifies the 
incoming packets whether they are legitimate or spoofed and the legitimate packets are allowed to traverse in 
the network whereas spoofed packets are dropped. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the virtualization technologies and its 
approaches. Section III explains the DDoS attack types and its hierarchical view. Section IV and V discuss the 
TCP based DDoS attack and DDoS attack detection methods. Section VI present proposed framework design 
for secure cloud against TCP SYN flood DDoS attack and proposed methodology diagram named as Secure 
Cloud Authentication System (SCAS). Section VII provides pseudo code for SCAS. Finally the conclusion 
presented with future work in Section VIII.   
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II. Virtualization 
A. Virtualization Technologies 
Virtualization technologies utilize same physical part of the hardware to execute multiple operating system 
instances or Virtual Machines (VMs) [11]. Each virtual machine functions on its own physical resource with a 
dedicated operating system called guest operating system. Hypervisor enables hardware resource sharing among 
virtual machines [12]. Virtualization approaches are classified as Application based virtualization, Operating 
system based virtualization, and Hypervisor based virtualization. 
B. Virtualization Approaches  
In an application based virtualization approach, hardware resources are controlled by host operating system and 
all the virtualized applications are hosted on top of the host operating system (Figure 1). Each virtual machine 
runs under dedicated guest operating system and related applications [13]. This type of virtualization approach 
is not popular due to security risks. In an operating system based virtualization approach, host operating system 
itself enables the virtualization and single physical server resources are shared by multiple isolated and 
virtualized guest OS’s (Figure 2). All the virtualized OS instances are on the same host operating system kernel 
with special control over the physical infrastructure [14]. This approach is easy to adopt but it reveals 
destructive design, such as when an attacker injects malicious code into the host operating system all guest 
operating systems are affected and attacker gains complete control over the VMs. The third approach is 
hypervisor based virtualization [15]; in this approach, hypervisor directly interact with the hardware resources 
and it allocates hardware resource across multiple VMs (Figure 3).  

Figure 1: Application Based Virtualization 

 
            Figure 2: OS based Virtualization                              Figure 3: Hypervisor based Virtualization 

C. Multi-Tenancy and Virtualization 
Multi-Tenancy offers shared space for cloud users with the help of virtualization technology to reduce cost and 
get optimum use of resources in a shared environment. It permits several operating systems to run on a single 
machine concurrently. Cloud users are sharing the resources such as storage space, CPU processing, Memory, 
and Network bandwidth in a multi-tenant environment [16]. In a virtualized cloud environment physical 
machine can be divided into several virtual machines identified as guest machines and each virtual machine has 
its individual operating systems and applications but in certainty they are sharing single host machine resources 
[17]. 

III. DDoS Attack 
The DDoS attacks can be classified into three categories; they are Volume based attacks/Bandwidth based 
attacks, Protocol attacks and Application layer attacks. Volume based attacks overload the victim system to 
consume the network bandwidth like UDP (User Datagram Protocol) floods and ICMP (Internet Control 
Message Protocol) floods [18]. Protocol attacks overload the target system to consume the resources like Ping of 
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death, Smurf attack, SYN flood attack and fragmented packet attack [19]. Application layer attacks overload the 
web applications by sending HTTP request like HTTP DDoS attacks and XML DDoS attacks [19]. TCP SYN 
Flood attack is one kind of DDoS attack, in which one victim machine receives more number of TCP SYN 
requests than its actual volume, which makes the cloud server to provide inadequate service to other machines. 
TCP SYN Flood attack is most dangerous DDoS attack in Distributed Cloud Environment due to the nature of 
VMs resource sharing [20]. The hierarchical view of TCP SYN flood attack belongs to DDoS attack is depicted 
in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Hierarchical view of TCP SYN Flood Attack 

 
IV. TCP based DDoS attack 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) based DDoS attack is popular in the Cloud server. Latest Akamai’s report 
says 90% of the existing DDoS attacks are TCP based because of IP Spoofing method [21]. Majority of Cloud 
based Server side attacks can be initiated in the TCP/IP protocol suite [22]. TCP 3-way handshake method half-
open connection establishment is the reason for DDoS attack in the cloud environment. Normal TCP 3-way 
handshake method reveals the connection establishment for data transfer among cloud user and cloud server. 
Steps are as follows 

1. Cloud user sends a SYN request to the cloud server.  
2. Cloud server replies ACK/SYN packet to the cloud user.  
3. Cloud user sends ACK back to the cloud server to complete the connection establishment. 

IP Spoofing can be categorized into three types, they are random spoofing, subnet spoofing, and fixed spoofing 
[23]. Attackers generate 32-bit random numbers for forged Packet source address in random spoofing. Subnet 
spoofing deals with the subnet address, which calculates the range from forged source address (141.83.121.0), 
for ex. (141.83.121.0 to 141.83.121.255). In fixed spoofing method, source IP address is taken from specified IP 
address list and attacker achieve this by performing reflector attack. When the cloud server is under DDoS 
attack using IP spoofing, the TCP connection establishment are as follows, Attacker sends a request (SYN) to 
the cloud server using spoofed source IP address, and then the server checks the availability of resources and 
reply to the sender with (SYN+ACK) packet. Server waits for an acknowledgement, but the sender never 
responds because of spoofed IP address [24]. Dissimilarity of random spoofing and subnet spoofing is 
ACK/SYN packet return to the sender. In random spoofing method, server returns ACK/SYN packet to other 
subnet address in most of the time, whereas subnet spoofing method permits server to send ACK/SYN packet to 
the correct subnet and the third round will be failed [25].  

V. DDoS Attack detection methods 
Flooding attack detection approaches are broadly divided into three types. They are Trace back based, Rule 
based, and Attribute based. Cloud Trace Back (CTB) approach is used to find the exact source of DDoS attack. 
Deterministic Packet Marking (DPM) is the well suited and effective algorithm for CTB [26][27]. DPM works 
in the IP header to mark the ID field and reserved flags. Whenever the router gets incoming packets, it is marked 
and the outgoing packets are neglected. The marked packets are unchangeable until the packet negotiates within 
the network. Cloud Protector is another DDoS attack detection method using CTB, which is a trained Back 
Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) to discover and sort out the DDoS attack [28]. Working functionality of 
neural network is, it has three different layers (input, hidden, and output Layers) which are organized and it 
incorporates a group of interconnected nodes, which has a weight associated with each of the connections. 
Threshold Logic Unit (TLU) plays significant role in neural network which incorporates input objects within an 
array of weighted quantities and check the threshold value. Second approach is rule based detection which 
provides some rules and conditions to sustain normal traffic apart from mistrustful traffic. Third approach is 
attribute based detection that detect the attack by controlling the Network/Transport layer attributes such as IP, 
TCP, UDP, and ICMP [29].  
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Flooding DDoS attack can be divided into two types which are direct attack and reflector attack. In direct attack 
type, attacker can directly send the request with spoofed IP address to the victim computer or network. Whereas 
reflector attack type, attacker selects the source address as victim computer IP address and send a sequence of 
request to the third party. After that based upon the request made by the attacker, third party replies to the victim 
computer and vast networking protocols are used for reflector DDoS attack [30][31].  
TCP SYN flood DDoS attack detection and prevention mechanisms are suitable for connection oriented 
network. In the case of cloud computing, this type of DDoS attack detection technique is essential to protect 
cloud server resources. Cloud Computing services are connectionless and completely internet based which 
provide resources to the cloud users at maximum level due to its scalability nature and load balancing features, 
However limit should be maintained for all kind of services even if it is virtualized data management. The 
proposed methodology introduces a token counter to limit the number of incoming requests and compare it 
along with a threshold value. Proposed algorithm contributes 4 check points to detect the illegal requests and 
block those IP addresses using SCAS (Secure Cloud Authentication System).  

VI. Proposed Mechanism for TCP SYN Flood DDoS Attack in Cloud Environment 
A. Framework 
Proposed framework explains the nature of distributed cloud environment in the IaaS (Infrastructure as a 
service) level. Features of cloud computing provides virtualized hardware and software, elastic resource sharing 
nature to maintain data availability and reliability. Security issues are major hurdles for adopting cloud based 
services in industries as well as academic institutions. The most important cause for data availability and 
reliability issues are DDoS attacks. This proposed framework diagram (shown in Figure 5) delivers 
comprehensible design to protect against flooding based DDoS attack on virtual machines. Framework diagram 
considers two layers; they are physical layer and virtualization layer. Physical layer consists of bare metals of 
the data centre and it acts as a host machine. Physical resources are server, storage and network to manage all 
kind of requests. Virtualization layers are contributing more in cloud services to provide limitless data by 
scaling up and scaling down the resources. Hence the security level issues are also affected more in this layer. 
Server handles more number of virtual machines and virtual machines work under unique guest operating 
systems (OS image) to manage source requests. Type 1 hypervisor used here to communicates directly with the 
bare metal for secure communication, whereas type 2 hypervisor used in host operating system as intermediate 
system to communicate with the bare metal, unexpectedly if operating system gets crash then all the virtual 
machines are running under host operating system will also be crashed. Virtual resource maintenance and 
management layers are used to handle resources and maintain the data availability and reliability. The proposed 
methodology is explained in detail on how the flooding attack scenario handled and blocks the intruders in the 
next section. 

Figure 5: Proposed framework for secure cloud against TCP SYN Flood DDoS Attack 
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B. Methodology 
Proposed algorithm comprises of a Secure Cloud Authentication System (SCAS) (see Figure 6) for flooding 
attack which authenticates the connections among the SYN requester and the cloud service provider. Requests 
can be reached to cloud service provider through cloud instance, here the proposed algorithm works in cloud 
instance. SCAS detects and blocks the forged packets before it reaches to the cloud server to ensure the 
incoming packets are legitimate. Flood_Check () receives the incoming request from the source and counts the 
incoming packets called Packet Counter (PC) with particular time interval, if packet count is less than threshold 
value then packets forward to server otherwise call Packet_Check (). Packet_Check () extracts the flooding 
detected packet information and store the packet details in Active Connection Table (ACT) for comparison. 
ACT contains source IP address, destination IP address, and source MAC address as shown in Table I. Hence 
the ACT packet details are updated concurrently. One more table called Spoofed Address Table (SAT) used to 
check with the incoming packets to find and block the illegal user’s request which contains spoofed IP address 
and equivalent MAC address as shown in Table II. Packet_Check () checks whether the source MAC address is 
same as SAT MAC address. If both the MAC addresses are same then it will be treated as illegal request using 
Spoofed IP, therefore packets will be dropped. If not, packets will be forwarded to IP_Check (). Finally 
compares packet information’s with the updated ACT and check the MAC address and corresponding IP 
addresses. If similar MAC addresses have different IP addresses, then store those packet information’s in the 
Spoofed Address Table (SAT) and drop the packets for connection termination else packets forward to 
destination server as legitimate SYN request.  

Figure 6: Secure Cloud Authentication System 

 
Table I: Active Connection Table 

Source IP Address Source MAC Address Destination IP Address 

192.37.66.75 00-00-35-00-59-27 192.49.23.58 

192.45.82.76 00-00-35-00-59-27 192.49.23.58 

192.77.56.23 00-00-35-00-59-27 192.49.23.58 

192.35.67.45 00-00-45-00-00-25 192.49.23.58 

192.35.67.45 00-00-45-00-00-25 192.49.23.58 
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Table II: Spoofed Address Table 

IP Address MAC Address 

192.27.63.51 00-00-29-00-00-47 

192.27.63.51 00-00-29-00-00-47 

192.41.36.85 00-00-59-00-97-25 

192.61.49.37 00-00-59-00-97-25 

192.57.15.89 00-00-59-00-97-25 

 
VII. Pseudo Code for Secure Cloud Authentication System (SCAS) 

The following pseudo code describes the Secure Cloud Authentication System functionalities and its efficiency. 
There are three procedures and two tables are used to achieve better efficiency. Each procedure gives detailed 
conditional statements to process the functionalities of spoofed IP packets blocking.  
 

Pseudo Code: 
Flood_check() 
 If Packet Count > Threshold value within Time_limit → flooding identified 
  Buffer all packets and do Packet_check(); 
 Else do Echo_Check(); 
Packet_check() 

Packets in Buffer 
Extract packet informations → store the packet informations in ACT; 
if source_packet_MAC address! in SAT → Do IP_check(); 

Else Drop Packet; 
IP_Check() 

While (packet IP & MAC != Packets IP & MAC in ACT)     do 
If source_packet_MAC is same for different IP →  
store source_packet_MAC in SAT and drop packet 

Else Forward Packet;  

 
flood_check() procedure checks the number of incoming packets, packet_check() procedure stores packet 
information and compares source MAC address, spoofed address table (SAT) MAC address, finally ip_check() 
procedure checks source MAC address and its corresponding IP address to detect and block spoofed packets.  
 

VIII. Conclusion and Future Work 
DDoS attack security threats plays prominent role in cloud computing to affect cloud server data. A variety of 
DDoS attack detection methods are discussed using virtualization techniques. TCP SYN flood based DDoS 
attack methods and working principles are discussed with precise illustration. Various DDoS attack detection 
methods and their merits, demerits are taken into consideration in the proposed work. DDoS attack detection 
and prevention techniques are essential for cloud computing to protect cloud server resources due to its 
virtualized resource sharing nature. Proposed methodology detects flooding of attack request from attacker and 
prevents them prior to get into cloud service provider to reduce illegal resource utilization. Future work focuses 
on introducing new algorithm for this DDoS attack detection methodology and simulates the results in cloud 
scenario.  
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